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Reviewer’s report:

The changes made in the manuscript improve its quality.

Page Line Comment
2 4-5 change to “has been partially effective in decreasing unsafe weight loss practices in the USA.
4 10 Did the 11 experts “revise” or “edit” or “review”
12 last sentence change “believes” to “beliefs”
Figure 1 delete”s” in Ages
Table 1 & 2 report number in each group too
Table 2 suggest “Percentage of subjects who reduced their body weigh by rapid....”
Table 3 suggest “.... during the previous year and the.....”
Table 4 suggest deleting “had weight loss for their matches and”
Table 4 left justify list of Side effects
Table 6 suggest deleting “different kinds of”
Table 6 delete all decimal numbers

Level of interest: An article whose findings are important to those with closely related research interests

Quality of written English: Acceptable

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.